This paper aims to estimation of the parameters and reliability characteristics for Marshall-Olkin extended exponential distribution (MOEED). We have used different estimation methods namely, method of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), method of Maximum product spacing (MPS), method of least square (LSE) and weighted least square method (WLSE) to obtain the estimate of the parameters, reliability function and hazard function. Further, we have also provided 95% asymptotic con idence interval for the parameters. The performances of the estimators has been studied on the basis of Monte Carlo simulation and inally, a real data set has been used for illustrative purpose of the study.
Introduction
In life testing experiments, exponential distribution is most popular distribution for life time data analysis and most frequently used. But the application of this distribution is restricted due to constant hazard rate because in many practical situation it is dif icult to justify it. Therefore, several generalization based on this distribution have been developed to cover monotone failure rate behaviour see [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [10] etc. Further, the MOEED is also another generalisation of exponential distribution, introduced by Marshall-Olkin [1] . The probability density function (pdf)and cumulative distribution function (cdf)of this distribution are given as; 
respectively andᾱ = 1 − α. MOEED is very useful in life testing problem and it may be used as an alternative to the gamma, Weibull and other exponentiated family of distributions see [4] , [1] . The basic properties related to this distribution have been discussed in [2] . Another beauty of this model is the density function (1) has increasing failure rate for α > 1 , decreasing failure rate for α < 1 and constant failure rate for α = 1. Rao et al. [2] used this distribution for making reliability test plan with sampling point of view and also discussed its applicability in life time scenario. For different choices of shape and scale parameter, the density plot is shown by Figure 1 . 
Reliability Function and Hazard Function
Reliability estimation for life time models have greater importance in survival analysis. The term reliability is the ability of a system or component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a speci ied period of time. The reliability function and hazard function of MOEED for speci ied time t are given by;
H(t) = λe
for different variation of α and λ the shape of the reliability and hazard function are presented. From Figure 2 , it is clear that it assumes various shape of failure rate depending over the values of shape parameter α. In this paper, our main focused over the consideration of different estimation procedure to obtain the estimate of parameters, reliability and hazard functions. For the point estimation there are various method discussed in statistical literatures such as MLE, LSE, WLSE and method of moment (MOM). The most popular and widely accepted method is MLE. Despite of having very nice properties and popularity, various authors have pointed out its limitations in different situations. Pitman [4] discussed that it can not work for 'heavy tailed' continuous distribution. Harter and Moore [14] and Huzurbazar [16] discussed its limitations when density assume J-shape. For better applicability in such types of situations Cheng and Amin [11] introduced MPS method which also possess similar properties to that of MLE. LSE and WLSE are other method of estimation of parameters which Reliability plot for various choice of α , λ t R(t) Failure rate plot for various choice of α , λ t h(t)
Figure 2: Reliability and Hazard function plots are widely discussed in the literature. These two methods provides regression based method estimators of the unknown parameters, which was originally suggested by Swain, Venkatraman and Wilson (1988) [18] .The LSE method do not have any optimum properties even asymptotically. However, in linear estimation this method provides good estimators in small sample. Where as, WLSE is applied when the variance is not constant or in other words for estimating the values of model parameters when the response values have differing degrees of variability over the combinations of the predictor values and also when we want to give some observations more weight than others. The main objective of this paper is to investigate which method suits most for the considered distribution. It has been noticed that the estimators of the parameters cannot be expressed in a nice closed form. Therefore, we have used non-linear maximization method to compute them using R software.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the different method of estimation of parameters along with reliability, hazard, mean time to system failure and median time to system failure. Interval estimation of the parameters have been discussed in Section 3. Section 4, provides the simulation and numerical result and one real data set has been analysed in Section 5. Finally conclusion of the paper is provided in Section 6. be a independently identically distributed (iid) random sample of size n observed from MOEED de ined in (1) . Thus, the likelihood function of α and λ for the observed samples is given as,
Rajwant
Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are obtained by differentiating the log of likelihood function w.r.t. to the parameters and equating to zero. Thus, resulting we have two likelihood equations as,
and
Above normal equation of α and λ form an implicit system and does not exist an unique root for above system of equations, so they can not be solved analytically. Thus, maximum likelihood estimates are obtained by using any iterative procedures. Here, we suggest to use nlm() function.
Method of Product Spacing
This Method was introduced by Cheng and Amin [11] as an alternative to Method of MLE. The method is brie ly described as follows. The CDF of the MOEED is given by the equation (2), and the uniform spacings are de ined as follows:
And the general term of spacings is given by,
such that ∑ D i = 1, MPS method choose θ which maximizes the product of spacings or in other words to maximize the geometric mean of the spacings i.e
Taking the logarithm of G we get, Or we may write S as
After differentiating the above equation with respect to parameter α and λ respectively and then equating them to zero we get the normal equation as follows:
The above normal equations cannot be solved analytically, therefore, we use same iterative method to obtained the solution.
Method of Least Square
Let x 1 < x 2 < · · · , < x n be the n ordered random sample of any distribution with cdf F(x), we get
The least square estimates are obtained by minimizing
Putting the cdf of MOEED in equation (17) we get
In order to minimize equation (18) we have to differentiate it with respect to α and λ , which gives the following equation:
The above normal equations cannot be solved analytically, therefore we use nlm() function to obtained the solution. 
Method of Weighted Least Square
The weighted least squares estimators can be obtained by minimizing the given form of equation with respect to the parameters:
where
, for more detail about weighted least squares readers are requested to see [6] . Substituting the CDF of MOEED in equation (21) we have
In order to minimize equation (22) we have to differentiate it with respect to α and λ , which gives the following equation:
The above normal equations cannot be solved analytically, therefore we use nlm() function to obtained the solution. It was shown by Gupta and Kundu [6] that in general WLSE perform well in comparison to LSE, that's why we did not give estimates of the parameters under this method.
Estimator for the Reliability function and hazard function
The estimation of reliability and hazard function using MPS for speci ied value of t can be easily developed by utilizing the discussions due to Cheng and Amin [11] and Coolen and Newby [20] , that MPS shows the invariance property just like MLE. The estimation of reliability and hazard using MPS is also discussed by Singh et al. [17] . Thus the MPS estimate of the reliability and hazard function can be given as follows:
The MLEs of the reliability and hazard function can be evaluated by using invariance principal. Therefore, Maximum likelihood estimators for reliability and hazard function are given as;
respectively. Similarly, the maximum product spacing estimators for reliability and hazard functions are obtained by takingα =α M P andλ =λ M P in (25) and (26).
Interval Estimation
In this section, we have obtained the asymptotic con idence intervals using MPS. As it was mentioned by Cheng and Amin [11] , Anatolyev and Kosenok [15] and Ghosh and Jammalamadaka [19] that the MPS method also shows asymptotic properties like the Maximum likelihood estimator and is asymptotically equivalent to MLE. Interval estimation using MPS is also discussed by Singh et al. [17] . Utilizing the same concept, we may obtained the asymptotic con idence intervals using MPS. [15] showed mathematically
2 ) i.e. the asymptotic or bootstrap inference around parameters based on MPS estimator may be carried out by utilizing the ML asymptotic. The exact distribution of the MPS cannot be obtained explicitly. Therefore, the asymptotic properties of MPS similar to that of MLE can be used to construct the con idence intervals for the parameters. Let I(α,λ) be the observed Fishers information matrix and is de ine as:
The irst derivatives of the product of spacings i.e the function S with respect to parameter α and λ are given by equations (14) and (15) . The second derivative of the function S with respect to α is therefore obtained after simpli ication as follows::
Similarly, the second derivative of the function S with respect to λ is given as, and the second derivative of the function S with respect to α, λ is given as:
The irst derivatives of the log-likelihood function of MOEED using MLE with respect to parameters are given by equation (6) and (7), and the second derivatives are as follows:
and the second derivative with respect to α, λ is given as:
Thus, we can obtain an estimate of the information matrix as I(α,λ),α=α M P andλ=λ M P are the MPS estimates of the parameter and V (α) and V (λ) are elements of I −1 (α,λ).. The approximate (1 − β)100% con idence intervals for the parameters α and λ is, therefore, given as, 
Simulation Study
In this section, we have observed the performances of the proposed estimators based on the simulation study. For this purpose, we have generated samples from MOEED for different variation of the sample sizes. It may be mentioned here that the exact expression of MSE can not be obtained because estimates are not found in close forms. It may also be noted here that MSE will depend on sample size n, scale parameter λ and shape parameter α respectively. In this study different variation of sample size(n) say n(=20,30,50,70,100,150), shape parameter α say α( =0.5,2,3,4,5) and scale parameter λ say λ(=0. 5, 2, 3, 4, 5) have been considered. We have also obtained the estimates of reliability, hazard function, mean time to system failure and median time to system failure for t = 0.5 using MPS and the method of MLE. Its worthwhile to mention here that for some speci ic choice of α = 0.5 and λ = 2 density assume J-shape and for α = 1 and λ = 5, it will become heavy tailed,for detail see density plot. We have also obtained the asymptotic con idence interval using MPS. Here,α M L andλ M L are ML estimates of α and λ respectively andα M P andλ M P are MPS estimates of the parameters.
On the basis of extensive study, it is observed that:
• The MSEs of all the estimators are decreases as values of sample size increases which is obvious (see Table  2 , 3).
• From the Table 2 and 3, we observed that MSE of the MPS estimators are smaller as compared to that of the MLEs and LSEs. But for large values of n the MSEs of the MLEs of scale parameter λ is least as compared to other methods of estimation.
• From Table 3 , we observe that the MPS estimators are provide ef icient result as compared to all methods taken under consideration for different combination of the shape and scale parameters when we sample size n is 25.
• From Table 2 , it is observed that for ixed value of n and α = 2, if λ increases then the MSEs of all the estimators increases among them MPS perform better than other considered estimators. It is also observed that for ixed value of n and λ = 2, if α increases the MSEs of all the estimators remain constant but among them MSE of MPS is smallest. Same is also observed for λ = 0.5.
• Also, for mean time to system failure and median time to system failure are summarized in Table 4 and we observed the following pattern:
• The MSEs of the MPS estimators of the reliability and hazard functions is least as compared to the MLEs of the reliability and hazard functions (see Table 2 ).
• With respect to interval estimation, 95% asymptotic average length of the interval obtained through MPS method is smaller than the average length of the intervals obtained by method of MLEs.
Real Illustration
In this section, we analyse one data set to demonstrate how the proposed methods can be utilized in real life phenomenon. The data (Lawless, 1982, p. 228) presented here arose in tests on endurance of deep groove ball bearings. The data shows the number of million revolution before failure for each of the 23 ball bearings in the life test. This data set is also used by Kundu and Gupta [5] to illustrate their studies. It has been veri ied that the given data set provides better it. We also plotted empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) plot of this data, see Figure ( 3) and estimated density plot (Figure 4) . Further, we have calculated the Maximum likelihood estimates, Maximum product spacings estimates, Least squares estimates of the parameter, reliability characteristics, mean time to system failure and median time to system failure, which is presented in Table 1 . Table 2 : Average estimates and corresponding con idence interval along with MSEs of the reliability and hazard function using MLE and MPS respectively at speci ied t say(t=70) for different sample size n with ixed value of α and λ. Table 3 : Average estimates and corresponding con idence interval along with MSEs of the reliability and hazard function using MLE and MPS respectively at speci ied t say(t=70) for different choices of parameters for ixed sample size n = 25. Table 4 : Average estimates using LSE, mean time to system failure (MTSF), median time to system failure (MDSF) and corresponding MSEs of the parameters using MLE and MPS for different sample size n with ixed value of α and λ. Table 5 : Average estimates using LSE, mean time to system failure (MTSF), median time to system failure (MDSF) and corresponding MSEs of the parameters using MLE and MPS for different parameter settings with ixed sample size n. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered the different classical estimation technique for estimating the unknown life time characteristics from the Marshall-Olkin extended exponential distribution. Among all the considered methods, we have found that maximum likelihood estimation and maximum product spacing estimation procedures both perform ef iciently. But, for the situation where the density assume J-shaped or heavy tailed type then MPS estimation provides more ef icient result than method of MLE, as well as for small sample size and perform approximatively same when sample size is large. For ixed n = 25, we recommend method of MPS. The asymptotic intervals for the parameter are also constructed based on the MPS and ML estimations using invariance properties and it is noted that interval estimates obtained by MPS method are more accurate as compared to the MLEs.
